Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a systemic, genetic disease accompanied by chronic airway infections largely caused by defective mucociliary clearance.^[@CR1]^ The most significant declines in CF patient health occur during intermittent, acute, pulmonary exacerbations (PEs), which are physician-defined clinical events that typically require additional antibiotic treatment.^[@CR2]--[@CR5]^ Given the significant impact of PEs on patient health, a major motivating factor driving CF microbiome research has been to better understand the interrelationship between the CF lung microbiome and PEs, with the hope of identifying novel therapeutic strategies or predictive biomarkers that will enable physicians to reduce the frequency and/or severity of PEs. Despite this large body of work, few studies have discovered microbiological signals associated with PEs,^[@CR6]--[@CR14]^ and the underlying causes of PEs are still largely unknown.^[@CR3],[@CR15]^

One of the most intriguing associations between the CF lung microbiome and PEs identified to date comes from Quinn and colleagues^[@CR13]^ who used network analysis on both taxonomic and inferred metabolic data obtained from 126 CF sputum samples to identify distinct microbial clusters. This cross-sectional study found that taxa clustered into three distinct groups. The first network cluster was dominated by anaerobic microbes and was negatively associated with two other network clusters, which were dominated by classic CF pathogens such as *Pseudomonas* and *Staphylococcus*. The finding of distinct ecological clusters or communities supports the recently proposed Climax - Attack Model of CF lung microbial diversity,^[@CR13],[@CR16]--[@CR21]^ which postulates the existence of climax and attack microbiomes that are functionally distinct, but not mutually exclusive. Climax microbiomes describe persistent communities that dominate during periods of clinical stability, and which are enriched for antibiotic resistant microbes expressing genes that promote chronic colonization. Attack microbiomes, on the other hand, are more transient communities associated with early lung colonization and PEs.^[@CR13]^

The interplay among and between microbes and the CF lung provides insight into disease progression and ecological dynamics. For example, the initial colonization of the CF lung by the classic CF pathogens (e.g., *Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Burkholderia cepacia* complex, and *Staphylococcus aureus*) is believed to elicit an immune response resulting in inflammation and mucus hyper-concentration. This response creates a remodeled lung environment conducive to the establishment of chronic infections by these pathogens.^[@CR17],[@CR21]^ Subsequently, the members of the chronic infection community have been shown to form aggregates in CF sputum *in vitro*,^[@CR22]^ and it is speculated that this aggregation *in vivo* results in biofilms that impair mucociliary clearance and effectively plug regions of the lung.^[@CR21]^ Obstructed regions in the lung experience decreased oxygen tension, which favors the fermentative growth of anaerobes and the production of fermentation metabolites such as acetaldehyde and 2,3-butanedione.^[@CR18],[@CR19],[@CR23]^ Acidic fermentation products lower lung pH, which further damages the lung tissue creating the potential for a feedback loop. Ultimately, this damage is believed to increase the likelihood of PEs^[@CR24]--[@CR26]^; thereby, creating a direct link between environmental modeling caused by the chronic infection pathogens (e.g., biofilms), the subsequent growth of anaerobic microbes, and PEs.

Here we introduce an unsupervised network approach to identify key members of the CF lung microbiome associated with specific clinical states with the goal of better understanding how microbial communities change during the course of disease development. Key taxa are those that have an elevated influence on their environment regardless of their relative abundance.^[@CR27]^ Our approach has the following two main objectives: (1) identify key microbial taxa using taxa co-occurrence (i.e. ecological) networks and hub detection, and (2) assess associations between changes in the abundance of key taxa and changing patterns of patient health over time using change-point detection. The former is important due to its focus on highly interconnected taxa, rather than on simply those taxa that are most abundant or prevalent. The latter is important since change-point detection provides a statistical framework for assessing correlated changes in the abundance of key taxa and patient clinical state over time. We examined CF lung microbiome dynamics on a longitudinal collection of 266 expectorated sputum samples obtained from 18 CF patients and show that changes in the abundances of highly interconnected (e.g., hub) taxa track clinical changes more closely than the taxa with either the highest relative abundance or prevalence. We also show that anaerobic taxa are strongly associated with PEs, providing additional support to the growing consensus that the development of anoxic conditions in the CF lung and the subsequent role of anaerobic microbes is an important factor leading to PEs.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Study collections {#Sec3}
-----------------

We used two independent CF lung microbiome data sets in this study. The first (i.e., discovery) data set, was composed of 266 expectorated sputum samples obtained from 18 CF patients (range 8--60 samples / patient, mean = 14.1 ± 11.92 s.d., median = 11) being treated at St. Michael's Hospital and the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto, Canada. They were interrogated at the V5 to V7 hypervariable regions of the 16S rRNA gene and analyzed following the protocol described by Maughan et al.^[@CR28]^ Patients had an average of 0.76 ± 1.044 s.d. (median = 1.04) PEs over the course of sampling, with sampling interval time averaging 654 ± 257 s.d. (median = 640) days. Each sample was categorized into one of the following three categories (i.e., clinical states) based on the physician's diagnosis at the time of the patient\'s clinic visit: (a) baseline, (b) unwell, and (c) PE. We also used an alternative clinical classification scheme proposed by Zhao et al.^[@CR10]^ known as the BETR system to confirm that our conclusions were not the result of bias due to the classification method.

We validated our finding using an entirely independent microbiome data set obtained from Carmody et al.^[@CR11]^ This validation data set was composed of daily sputum samples collected from four CF patients who experienced PE during the course of sampling, and were collected by John LiPuma and colleagues at the University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI). The microbiome data were generated using the V3-V5 hypervariable region of the 16S rRNA locus following different amplification, sequencing, and analysis protocols. Since these data are as independent as possible, they provide the most rigorous assessment of the power and robustness of our analytical approach. Validation data sets also ensure that biases in any one data set do not unduly skew the resulting conclusions.

Identifying key taxa associated with clinical changes via longitudinal analysis {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We employed the following three strategies to identify key taxa: (a) an **abundance-based** strategy that identifies key taxa as those with the highest overall relative abundance (i.e., abundance-based, AB); (b) a **prevalence-based** strategy that identifies key taxa as those with the highest prevalence across all samples (i.e., prevalence-based, PB); and (c) a **hub-based** strategy that identifies key taxa as those that are most central to the microbiome networks (i.e., highest degree of interconnectedness, hub-based, HB). For the last strategy, we constructed a microbiome co-occurrence network using the OTU data from each patient with each OTU resolved to the genus level. The co-occurrence networks were constructed via FDRnetwork method from qgraph R package,^[@CR29]^ and the top-ranked network hub taxa were identified by PageRank algorithm.^[@CR30]^ For each strategy, we recorded both the top five and top ten taxa for further analysis. Figure [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows a microbiome network for a single representative patient with the key taxa identified by each of the three strategies. The relative abundances and ranking of the top ten taxa identified by the three strategies are presented in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}--[3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, while the full data are available in the Supplementary Table [2](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}.Fig. 1Association between key taxa and clinical states of CF patients. Key taxa were identified using abundance-based, prevalence-based, and hub-based strategies as described in the text. **a** A representative network of a single patient's microbiome with hubs representing taxa at the genus level and edges representing co-occurrence. The top ten key taxa detected by the three strategies are highlighted in the network using colored pie charts with yellow, green, and blue identifying taxa as top ten via abundance-based, prevalence-based, or hub-based methods, respectively. The names of the top 10 key taxa identified by any of the three strategy are shown in the key on the bottom. **b** Changes in the relative abundance of well-known taxa over time compared to changes in the clinical state of a single patient. The solid red lines represent the samples collected over time that do not significantly change in their abundances. Breaks in the red lines indicate changes in abundance identified by the change-point detection algorithm. **c** Cumulative cross-covariance measures of association between key taxa and clinical states of all CF patients in the discovery data set (longitudinal microbiome data from 18 CF patients). The boxes are interquartile range boxes representing the middle 50% of the data values. The line in the middle of each box represents the median (i.e. middle quartile). The whiskers extending from either side of each box represent the ranges for the top and bottom 25% of the data, excluding outliers which are shown as hollow points. The y-axis represents the cumulative sum of cross-covariances for the identified key taxa. The higher this measure, the stronger is the association between changes in the abundances of the top key taxa and changes in the clinical states. The *x* axis represents top one to top five ranked key taxa found by the four strategies, such that the 'Top *n*' category (where, *1* *\<* *=* *n* *\>* *=* *5*) shows the sum of the cross-covariance measures of the *n* most important taxa. Thus, we expect an increase in the cumulative cross-covariance measures with increasing number of key taxa, *n*. We also identified a change-point standard for each patient consisted of the 10 taxa whose changes in abundance showed the strongest association to changes in clinical state. The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test was used for statistical hypothesis testing (*p* \< 0.05; The asterisks represent the significant differences between the strategies). **d** Validation data set from Carmody et al.^[@CR11]^ including longitudinal data from four patients is presented in the same manner as described in **c**Table 1Top ten genera by network interconnectedness (Hubs) stratified by clinical stateRankGenusMean (%)Median (%)StdevPrev. (%)RA rankPrev. rankMetab.^a^Baseline1*Johnsonella*0.0980.0160.20672.52918−2*Veillonella*3.4551.4604.99495.065−3*Propionibacterium*0.0230.0050.05277.54316−4*Prevotella*12.5376.25715.089100.021−5*Pseudomonas*41.28946.88036.70992.517+6*Bifidobacterium*0.7330.0202.75077.51515−7*Derxia*0.0240.0000.15312.54255+8*Mogibacterium*0.1110.0020.33355.02832−9*Aeromonas*0.0000.0000.0016.39470+10*Streptococcus*9.7055.76911.20498.833+Unwell1*Mycoplasma*0.0070.0000.0685.35680−2*Halomonas*0.0010.0000.00318.19451+3*Enterococcus*1.7150.0065.80657.91125+/−4*Solobacterium*0.4990.0351.81272.51610−5*Helicobacter*0.0050.0000.0338.86162+6*Pseudomonas*30.79013.55334.45484.217+7*Bifidobacterium*1.5750.0105.76868.41213−8*Capnocytophaga*0.1390.0040.39257.32928+/−9*Stenotrophomonas*9.3890.09618.19687.746+10*Porphyromonas*1.0600.0025.88457.91426−PE1*Actinomyces*2.3110.5173.661100.096−2*Bergeyella*0.0100.0000.01831.35550+3*Leptotrichia*0.0390.0040.07275.03725−4*Selenomonas*0.0150.0000.02731.34949−5*Treponema*0.0040.0000.01118.86361+/−6*Dialister*0.0460.0020.12750.03639−7*Propionibacterium*0.0140.0010.02062.55030−8*Johnsonella*0.1330.0410.30381.32819−9*Prevotella*9.9277.08612.885100.032−10*Solobacterium*0.0770.0200.13787.53115−*Prev* Prevalence, *RA* relative abdundance^a^Metab. Metabolism: + aerobic, − anaerobic +/− facultative anaerobicTable 2Top ten genera by relative abundance (ra) stratified by clinical stateRankGenusMean (%)Median (%)StdevPrev. (%)Prev. rankHub rankMetab.^a^Baseline1*Pseudomonas*41.28946.88036.70992.575+2*Prevotella*12.5376.25715.089100.014−3*Streptococcus*9.7055.76911.20498.8310+4*Rothia*6.3832.00213.623100.0254−5*Stenotrophomonas*6.2890.02320.68192.5823+6*Veillonella*3.4551.4604.99495.052−7*Inquilinus*2.9900.00011.40518.85278+/−8*Actinomyces*2.4190.6664.08998.8419−9*Haemophilus*2.3640.00610.86570.01920+/−10*Fusobacterium*1.5420.1013.56282.51222−Unwell1*Pseudomonas*30.79013.55334.45484.276+2*Prevotella*15.1436.88519.74496.5316−3*Streptococcus*12.0745.01614.12298.8125+4*Stenotrophomonas*9.3890.09618.19687.769+5*Rothia*5.8841.77612.20398.2214−6*Veillonella*4.8980.8868.43093.6411−7*Burkholderia*4.1360.00918.83266.116128+8*Staphylococcus*2.6310.0159.91081.3899+/−9*Actinomyces*2.1380.2174.04193.0519−10*Inquilinus*1.8540.0009.88919.34833+/−PE1*Pseudomonas*36.64533.06836.13493.8930+2*Streptococcus*14.1279.86913.198100.0122+3*Prevotella*9.9277.08612.885100.029−4*Rothia*6.4660.48015.744100.0335−5*Fusobacterium*4.8490.18311.01875.02064−6*Haemophilus*4.7550.02317.451100.0452+/−7*Inquilinus*3.5120.0008.68631.34767+/−8*Veillonella*2.8941.0693.511100.0511−9*Actinomyces*2.3110.5173.661100.061−10*Stenotrophomonas*2.2750.0925.40693.81029+^1^ Prev. prevalence^a^Metab. = Metabolism: + aerobic; − anaerobic; +/− facultative anaerobicTable 3Top ten genera by prevalence stratified by clinical stateRankGenusMean (%)Median (%)StdevPrev. (%)RA rankHub rankMetab.^a^Baseline1*Prevotella*12.5376.25715.089100.024−2*Rothia*6.3832.00213.623100.0454−3*Streptococcus*9.7055.76911.20498.8310+4*Actinomyces*2.4190.6664.08998.8819−5*Veillonella*3.4551.4604.99495.062−6*Gemella*1.5280.3932.76995.01111+/−7*Pseudomonas*41.28946.88036.70992.515+8*Stenotrophomonas*6.2890.02320.68192.5523+9*Staphylococcus*1.0760.0114.59890.01441+/−10*Solobacterium*0.4850.0411.03485.01825−Unwell1*Streptococcus*12.0745.01614.12298.8325+2*Rothia*5.8841.77612.20398.2514−3*Prevotella*15.1436.88519.74496.5216−4*Veillonella*4.8980.8868.43093.6611−5*Actinomyces*2.1380.2174.04193.0919−6*Stenotrophomonas*9.3890.09618.19687.749+7*Pseudomonas*30.79013.55334.45484.216+8*Staphylococcus*2.6310.0159.91081.3899+/−9*Gemella*1.3060.0203.85781.31312+/−10*Solobacterium*0.4990.0351.81272.5164−PE1*Streptococcus*14.1279.86913.198100.0222+2*Prevotella*9.9277.08612.885100.039−3*Rothia*6.4660.48015.744100.0435−4*Haemophilus*4.7550.02317.451100.0652+/−5*Veillonella*2.8941.0693.511100.0811−6*Actinomyces*2.3110.5173.661100.091−7*Staphylococcus*0.4740.0990.984100.01736+/−8*Neisseria*0.2280.0140.488100.02623+9*Pseudomonas*36.64533.06836.13493.8130+10*Stenotrophomonas*2.2750.0925.40693.81029+*Prev.* prevalence, *RA* relative abundance^a^Metab. = Metabolism: + aerobic, − anaerobic, +/− facultative anaerobic

We used the discovery data set to examine all longitudinal samples collected from each patient and identified abundance change-points, which are time-points in a longitudinal series where the abundance of the key taxa changed significantly. This analysis was done for both the top five and top ten key taxa identified by the three strategies (i.e., AB, PB, & HB). We then used a maximum likelihood-based change-point detection algorithm called pruned exact linear time (PELT)^[@CR31]^ on each of the key taxa to determine when there were significant changes in their abundance over time. We also applied change-point analysis to each patient's clinical data to identify significant changes in clinical state over time. Figure [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows a plot of the clinical state of one representative patient paired with the changes in the abundance of some well-known CF lung microbes over time.

Finally, we estimated a cross-covariance measure of association between changes in each patient's clinical state and changes in the abundance of each key taxon over time. Cross-covariance is a statistical measure of association in the relative timing of two temporal signals. We also identified the taxa whose changes in abundance showed the highest degree of association to changes in clinical state for each patient, which we called the change-point-based standard (CB; dark blue bars in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c--d). It needs to be noted that the three major strategies used to identify key taxa (i.e. AB, PB, HB; yellow, green and light blue bars, respectively in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) require no prior knowledge of the patient's clinical state, while the change-point-based standard does require prior clinical information, and is therefore not appropriate for predictive or diagnostic methods. Nevertheless, the change-point-based standard does provide a reference for assessing the performance of the other three strategies.

Figure [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the cumulative cross-covariance measures estimated for all 18 CF patients from the discovery data set. A non-parametric Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test showed that while no method reached the theoretical maximum association found with the change-point-based approach, the hub-based approach tracked clinical changes significantly better than either the abundance- or prevalence-based strategies.

We validated our longitudinal analysis using our independent validation data set provided by Carmody and colleagues.^[@CR11]^ Figure [1d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows similar cross-covariance measurements for our validation data set of four CF patients.^[@CR11]^ Similar to the discovery data set, the hub-based approach significantly outperformed the other two strategies. We also validated our approach using an alternative clinical classification scheme proposed by Zhao et al.^[@CR10]^ known as the BETR system and obtain similar results with the hub-based strategy for selecting key taxa significantly out-performing the other strategies (Supplementary Figure [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

We used regression analysis in order to understand the association between the discovery and validation data sets. For this analysis, we performed a regression between cross-covariance measurements of key taxa from the two data sets for each strategy separately, as well as for all strategies combined. The coefficient of determination for the regression of the discovery and validation data sets using the top 5 key taxa was 0.89 for the hub-based approach, compared to 0.59 and 0.05 for the abundance-based and prevalence-based approaches, respectively (Supplementary Figure [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Similar results were obtained when analyzing the top 10 key taxa (Supplementary Figure [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). These results indicate that the hub-based approach identifies a much more consistent group of key taxa across independent and heterogeneous data sets. We interpret this as indicating that putative ecological interactions (i.e. co-occurrence) of different taxa in the microbiome are more stable than the abundance or prevalence of any specific taxa.

Heterogeneity of key taxa among selection strategy {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------------

We examined the relationships among the sets of key taxa identified by each of the three selection strategies for both the discovery and validation data sets to determine which strategy provided results most similar to the change-point standard (i.e. the theoretical best outcome). We examined all key taxa identified by the three strategies and compared these to what was obtained from the change-point standard, plotting via an interactive set visualization approach implemented in UpSetR^[@CR32],[@CR33]^ (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The hub-based approach identified many more taxa and shared many more of those taxa with the change-point standard than either of the other two selection strategies. Figure [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows that the largest shared set is between the hub-based approach and change-point-based standard, with the change-point standard sharing a total of 69.8% of taxa with the hub-based strategy, and only 44.2% and 34.9% of taxa with the prevalence-based and abundance-based strategies, respectively. These results are also supported in the validation data set (Supplementary Figure [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Fig. 2The relationships between the different key taxa selection strategies. **a** An UpSetR visualization of interactions between sets of key taxa identified by the four different key taxa selection strategies within the discovery data set. The grid along the bottom is used to identify interaction sets (analogous to a Venn diagram). A heavily colored yellow or black dot in the grid indicates that the key taxa detection strategy showed on the left has contributed to the interaction set showed on the top. The number of key taxa identified by each strategy and the size of each interaction set are represented, respectively, by horizontal bars on the left and vertical bars on the top. The interaction sets to which the HB strategy has contributed are shown in yellow (AB: abundance-based, PB: prevalence-based, HB: hub-based, and CP: change-point standard). **b** Analysis of diversity for the three key taxa identification strategies using Shannon and inverse Simpson diversity for the discovery and validations data sets. **c** All the key taxa identified in the discovery data set stratified by the key taxa selection strategy. Taxa are color-coded based on their mode of metabolism (green, blue, and red for aerobic, facultative, and anaerobic microbes, respectively). The bar radiation from the center of the chart indicates the relative frequency of each key taxon among all the patients in the data set. **d** Shannon and inverse Simpson diversity plots showing the amount of diversity associated with each of the three clinical states: baseline (BL), unwell (UW), and pulmonary exacerbation (PE)

We quantified the amount of diversity recovered by the different strategies using the Shannon and Inverse Simpson diversity metrics (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and found that the hub-based strategy captures substantially more diversity than the other strategies, and is essentially identical to the amount of diversity captured by the theoretical maximum change-point standard. Finally, we found that the hub-based approach detects a more diverse group of taxa among divergent sets of patients when taxa are stratified based on the mode of metabolism (i.e., aerobic, facultative, and anaerobic represented by green, blue and red colors in Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Identifying key taxa associated with clinical states via cross-sectional analysis {#Sec6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we performed a cross-sectional analysis of our patient samples to identify key members of the microbiome associated with each clinical state. We assembled the microbiome data from all samples collected at baseline, unwell, and PE states, and determined the top five or ten key taxa for each clinical state based on relative abundance-, prevalence-, and hub-based strategies (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Supplementary Figure [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} shows a network diagram of the data stratified by clinical state as well as the network location of the top ten taxa identified by each strategy. Summary data are presented as chord diagrams in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, with each chord diagram divided into three sections representing the three clinical states. Taxa identified as key in two or more clinical states are indicated by arcs (chords) connecting the different clinical states. This analysis reveals that the hub-based strategy more cleanly delineates taxa among the clinical states than the other two strategies, with 84.6% of top five key taxa found in only one clinical category, as compared to 50% of top five key taxa delineated among clinical states for either abundance- or prevalence-based strategies. This can be visualized by the relatively small number of arcs connecting the different clinical states for the hub-based strategy compared to the other strategies in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The hub-based strategy clustered none of the key taxa in all three clinical categories compared to 25% and 37.5% of top five key taxa for abundance- or prevalence-based strategies, respectively. We also performed the analysis on the top ten key taxa using all the three strategies (second column in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and found similar results; the hub-based strategy delineated 75% of the top ten key taxa into a single clinical category, while only 28.5% and 35.7% of abundance- and prevalence-based key taxa were found in one clinical category (Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}--[3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Again, no hub-based key taxa were identified in all the three clinical categories compared to 50% and 42.8% of the top ten key taxa found by abundance- and prevalence-based strategies. The success of the hub-based strategy highlights the importance of using ecologically-based methods (e.g., taxa co-occurrence networks) to identify key species, and may help explain why prior analyses found few taxa specifically associated with PEs.Fig. 3Associations between key taxa of CF lung microbiome and different clinical states in the cross-sectional analysis for both the top five and top ten key taxa. The chord diagrams show the key taxa identified by the three different strategies (e.g., abundance-, prevalence-, or hub-based). The outer ribbon identifies the respective clinical states and encompasses the set of key taxa identified to be associated with each state. Taxa that are associated with more than one state are connected by chords in the inner circle. Taxa and their respective chords are colored based on their primary mode of metabolism, with orange, blue, and green representing anaerobic, facultative anaerobic, and aerobic taxa, respectively. Fewer interactions (i.e. chords) between clinical states demonstrate the higher level of stratification of key taxa based on patients' health, i.e., the power of each strategy to delineate key taxa based on patients' clinical states

We also considered the mode of metabolism of the key taxa and found that anaerobic taxa are over-represented in PEs. Anaerobic and facultative anaerobic taxa are shown in orange and blue, respectively, in the chord diagrams of Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The hub-based strategy found that 90% of the top ten key taxa in the PE clinical state are either anaerobes or facultative anaerobes, while representing only 60% of the top ten taxa in the baseline and unwell states. In comparison, 50% of the top ten key taxa are anaerobes or facultative anaerobes in the PE clinical state for the abundance-based strategy, while 80% are anaerobes or facultative anaerobes for the prevalence-based strategy.

We repeated the analysis using the validation data set and an alternative clinical categorization scheme to assess the robustness of our conclusions. Supplementary Figure [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} shows cord diagrams for the validation data set. In this case, the authors only stratified their samples into two categories: baseline, and PE. Supplementary Figure [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} shows an analysis of the discovery data set when the samples are stratified into the four BETR (baseline, PE, treatment, recovery) categories. Both analyses provide similar results, supporting the finding of an over-abundance of anaerobic and facultative anaerobic taxa during PEs.

We assessed the stability of each clinical state community as identified by the three strategies via principle coordinates analysis (PCoA). Our goal was to see how the clinical state was reflected in the variability of the community. Scree plots are shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, with the PCoA axes plotted against the percent of variance explained (PVE; the two dashed red lines indicate 50% and 90% cumulative PVE, respectively). A dramatic difference can be seen in the pattern of variation in the PE state compared to the baseline and unwell states. In the PE state, a very small number of PCoA axes account for the majority of variance, indicating that a large amount of variation can be explained by a small number of variables (e.g. taxa). The difference is even more dramatic when considering the hub-based strategy, where 50% of the PVE can be explained by only 6% of the PCoA axes as opposed to over 36% of the axes for both the baseline and unwell states. The fact that the variation in the community is driven by a smaller number of taxa indicates that the PE community is more rigidly structured than the other two communities.Fig. 4Principle coordinates analysis (PCoA) scree plots based on the diversity of key taxa identified by the three strategies (abundance-, prevalence-, and hub-based) for each clinical state (i.e. baseline, unwell, and pulmonary exacerbations). Each PCoA axis is plotted against the total percent variance explained (PVE) on the left y-axis, while the cumulative percent variance explained is plotted in green on the right y-axis. The two dashed lines in each plot correspond to the 50% and 90% cumulative PVE

Finally, we measured diversity for the top ten key taxa identified in each of the three clinical states using the three selection strategies to assess associated changes between the community of key taxa and patient health (Fig. [2d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We found that diversity increased during PEs for both the abundance and prevalence-based strategies (yellow and green lines, respectively, in Fig. [2d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), but, decreased when using the hub-based strategy (blue line in Fig. [2d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). It is important to recognize that the number of taxa (i.e., taxa richness) examined in each case is held constant at ten, so a decrease in diversity indicates that the relative abundances of the key taxa in the PE community become more skewed, while an increase means that the relative abundances become more uniform.

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

The human microbiome shows significant variation in its specific composition, interconnectedness, and resiliency within and among individuals.^[@CR34]--[@CR38]^ We have focused on identifying which measure of variation in the CF lung microbiome most closely tracks changes in patient health. We then used this measure to identify key taxa associated with the specific clinical states. Key taxa are those that play a crucial role in the ecological structure and function of the community, regardless of their overall abundance or prevalence. We are particularly interested in identifying changes associated with pulmonary exacerbations (PEs), or the intermittent, acute worsening of patient health or lung function that requires antibiotic treatment intervention.^[@CR5]^

To date, most studies have focused on the impact of classic CF pathogens, such as *Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Burkholderia cepacia* complex, and *Staphylococcus aureus*. These studies have implicitly or explicitly assumed that the most abundant or prevalent (which may be assumed to reflect persistence) taxa in a niche will also be the key taxa. We instead used an unsupervised approach on data collected longitudinally through changing clinical states to identify key taxa. Our change-point detection analysis determined that key taxa that identified based on their interconnectedness (i.e., hub taxa) tracked clinical changes better than key taxa identified based on abundance or prevalence. We also could identify taxa associated with distinct clinical states much more readily using network-based measures than abundance or prevalence. Finally, our analysis revealed that anaerobes and facultative anaerobes formed the preponderance of highly interconnected genera statistically associated with pulmonary exacerbation.

Anaerobic taxa have only recently been found in significant numbers in the CF lung,^[@CR39]--[@CR47]^ and still play a largely undefined role in CF disease development.^[@CR45]^ In fact, different studies have ascribed diametrically opposed impacts for anaerobic taxa. Initially, the presence of anaerobes was associated with decreased lung inflammation, and higher, although more variable, lung function during PEs.^[@CR46],[@CR47]^ Later work has focused on their possible detrimental role on CF disease development, including airway environmental remodeling promoted by the acidic byproducts of anaerobic fermentative metabolism, such as acetaldehyde and short chain fatty acids, and the pH-neutral 2,3-butanedione pathway that is triggered to avoid acid production.^[@CR18]--[@CR20],[@CR48]^ The growth of anaerobes and acidic remodeling of their local environment is believed to contribute to an uneven gas mixture throughout the lung (i.e. ventilation inhomogeneity), a dysregulated immune response, and increased airway inflammation and tissue damage.^[@CR21],[@CR46]--[@CR49]^

The contradictory conclusions regarding the clinical significance of anaerobes raise the question as to whether they play a positive, negative, or neutral role in the development of PEs. One simple explanation for these contradictory results is that early studies generally had relatively small sample sizes, and consequently, conclusions were often based on a fairly small number of observations. But a more likely explanation is that antibiotic treatment was a confounding variable in these studies. Many studies look at early treatment responses during the first few days of intravenous antibiotic therapy and do not consider the anaerobic activity and effects of broad spectrum antibiotics, often because antibiotic data is not available. Consequently, the result of anaerobes being associated with less inflammation and higher FEV1 during exacerbations may be confounded by differences in antibiotic selection according to the severity of PE (e.g., those with less severe PEs may be on regimens with less anti-anaerobic activity such as ciprofloxacin, rather than a broader spectrum antibiotic such as meropenem). Therefore, it would be informative if future studies could sample at time-points before IV antibiotics are instituted, as opposed to during treatment, when antibiotics have significant confounding effects.

A number of the anaerobic bacteria identified in this study have been previously isolated from the respiratory tract and studied for their role in disease. *Actinomyces, Selenomonas, Leptotrichia, Johnsonella, Prevotella* and *Propionibacterium* are anaerobic members of CF lung microbiome that are also found in oropharyngeal flora. Some of these oropharyngeal bacteria are capable of inducing positive regulation of *P. aeruginosa* virulence genes via a quorum sensing dependent mechanism.^[@CR50]^ Moreover, microbial fermentation products produced by anaerobic bacteria can induce pyocyanin production that enhances virulence in *P. aeruginosa*.^[@CR24]^ We also identified *Dialister*, which is an anaerobe known to cause infections in the respiratory tract.^[@CR51]^ Finally, our validation data set identified *Gemella* as being associated with PEs, which is consistent with the original findings of Carmody et al.^[@CR6]^ Unlike the PE state, the hub-based strategy found that the baseline and unwell states were associated with many aerobic bacteria. Interestingly, *Pseudomonas* was found to be not strictly associated with any of three clinical categories, which is consistent with previous findings.^[@CR7]^

Recent work by Zaneveld et al.^[@CR38]^ has addressed the impact of perturbations on microbiomes in general. They argue that many dynamic transitions follow stochastic rather than deterministic paths, and therefore result in shifts from unstable and highly variable community states. They coined the term the 'Anna Karenina principle' to describe their argument, based on the quote from Leo Tolstoy that "all happy families look alike; each unhappy family is unhappy in its own way." A corollary of the Anna Karenina principle is that dysbiotic communities should show greater variation in microbiota composition than communities from healthy individuals. Interestingly, our data come to the opposite conclusion. We find that PE communities consistently show less variation than baseline communities. For example, our cross-sectional PCoA analysis using the top ten hub key taxa in the PE community found that 50% of variance was explained in only 6% of the axes, as opposed to 36% of axes for the baseline community. This relationship held regardless of the strategy used for selecting key taxa. The reason for this divergence from the Anna Karenina principle is not clear, although one intriguing possibility is that specific microbiological factors are responsible for PEs. A direct causal relationship may mean that CF lungs deterministically transition from one specific, stable community to an alternative stable community during the shift from baseline to PE. If this is true then it provides further stimulus to dissect the fine-scale microbiological dynamics that occur leading up to and during PEs.

While the community variance data may hint at a causal relationship, it is important to keep in mind that our results do not demonstrate a causal role for anaerobic taxa and PEs. Determining the causal basis for these changes, excluding potential confounders, and testing the hypothesized link between anoxia and PEs will require substantial work, but may ultimately provide microbiological targets that enable the early detection and treatment of PEs. Nevertheless, the observation that the microbial community is restructured during the transition from the baseline clinical state to PE, and that anaerobes are associated with PEs provides leads for identifying biomarkers associated with the clinical state of CF patients, similar to what has been proposed by others.^[@CR52]--[@CR54]^

In conclusion, this study provides a means to identify microbes of interest in dynamic environments by assessing their interaction with other members of their community and correlations between changes in their abundance with changes in an environmental variable of interest. In this analysis, we found a strong correlation between anaerobic microbes and PEs. This correlation lends further support to prior studies that have postulated that anaerobic microbes and the development of anoxic conditions in the CF lung are associated with PEs. Further, the observation that anaerobes are associated with PEs suggest that selectively targeting anaerobic microbes and fermentative metabolism may reduce the occurrence or severity of PEs. Potential ways of doing so may include the use of antibiotics such as metronidazole that more specifically target anaerobes, or the use of hyperbaric oxygen to disrupt the anaerobic feedback cycle that leads to fermentative metabolism and increased lung damage.

Methods {#Sec8}
=======

Study information, data sets and microbiome analysis {#Sec9}
----------------------------------------------------

Two hundred and sixty-six expectorated sputum samples were collected from 18 CF patients (range 8--60 samples / patient, mean = 14.1 ± 11.92 s.d., median = 11) from St. Michael's Hospital and the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto, Canada. This study received approval from the research ethics boards of both hospitals. Patients provided informed written consent and were enrolled prospectively at The Hospital for Sick Children and St. Michael's Hospital between 2010 and 2013. Expectorated sputa were collected for all patients. The clinical state of patients in the discovery data set was determined in the clinic at the time of visit and samples were binned into one of three clinical states based on the physician's diagnosis at the time of the patient\'s clinic visit: (a) baseline, (b) unwell, and (c) PE. Detailed patient data can be found in Coburn et al.^[@CR7]^ Pulmonary exacerbation was defined as the acute worsening of patient health that required intravenous antibiotic therapy. Baseline state was defined when the patient was stable or fully recovered and did not need treatment beyond maintenance therapy. The unwell clinical state was assigned to cases where the patient was not diagnosed with a PE (i.e., there was not acute worsening of patient's health), yet the patient was judged to be ill by the physician. While milder cases of unwell were left untreated, in some cases patients were put under antibiotic therapy to speed their recovery as well as prevent the development of a PE.

We also used an alternative clinical classification scheme proposed by Zhao et al.^[@CR10]^ known as the BETR system to ensure that our results were robust to the specific clinical classification scheme employed. This system classified patients into the following: (1) Baseline - no antibiotics for at least 30 days; (2) Pulmonary Exacerbation - physician defined requiring antibiotic treatment; (3) Treatment - intravenous or oral antibiotic treatment; and (4) Recovery - off antibiotics for less than or equal to 30 days.

For the discovery data set, sequencing was performed at the University of Toronto, Centre for the Analysis of Genome Evolution and Function (CAGEF). Microbiome analysis was performed by analysis of the V5 to V7 hypervariable regions of the 16S rRNA gene using the SI-Seq protocol.^[@CR28]^ USEARCH^[@CR55]^ was used to detect and remove the chimeric reads as well as pick OTUs against a SI-Seq structured reference set using a similarity of 0.87. Taxonomic assignment was performed using an RDP structured data set using UCLUST with --max_accepts set to 0 and similarity set to 0.97 (empirically determined to produce the highest consistency identification at the genus level using *P. aeruginosa* controls). For more detail on the experimental protocols see Maughan et al.^[@CR28]^ OTU relative abundance and patient clinical status data are available in [Supplementary Table 1](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}.

The validation data set was produced by Carmody et al.^[@CR11]^ Raw 16S rRNA read sequences were downloaded from NCBI SRA (SRA: SRP051730; BioProject: PRNJA271691) and standard QIIME^[@CR56]^ protocol was used for microbiome analysis and taxonomy assignment.

Network construction {#Sec10}
--------------------

To construct the microbiome co-occurrence network from OTU tables, we first calculated a measure of relationship between each pair of OTUs in the microbiome, followed by a decision on which interaction qualifies to be included in the microbiome network, based on a threshold or a measure of confidence. Here, we used the partial correlation to measure the level of association between pairs of OTUs. Partial correlation measures the degree of association between two random variables excluding the effect of a set of controlling random variables. Unlike Pearson correlation, partial correlation of two OTUs calculates the amount of correlation left after eliminating the influence of other OTUs. We then estimated the local false discovery rates and p-values for the correlation coefficients, as our null model. Next, we removed the edges with p-values higher than our decision threshold, which was 0.05 for this study. The microbiome network construction was carried out in R using "FDRnetwork" function of "qgraph"^[@CR29]^ package. However, It should be noted that there are a multitude of methods available to construct co-occurrence networks from OTU tables, which employ a variety of statistical measures to compute the associations between taxa, ranging from simple Pearson correlation coefficient to advanced probabilistic graphical models methods (for a detailed review of network construction and analysis methods applicable to microbiome, see ref. ^[@CR57]^).

Hub detection {#Sec11}
-------------

We applied the PageRank algorithm^[@CR30]^ to the microbiome networks to identify key members of CF lung microbiome in each patient. PageRank is a link analysis algorithm with the underlying assumption that hubs are likely to be more connected to other nodes when compared to non-hub nodes. This algorithm assigns a numerical weight to each node of a network as a measure of its relative importance within the network. The numerical weights of the nodes (also called PageRanks of the nodes) were then sorted and the top five or ten taxa with highest PageRank were selected as microbiome network hubs (or key taxa). This whole process was performed in R using "igraph" package.^[@CR58]^

Change-point detection {#Sec12}
----------------------

We used the pruned exact linear time (PELT) algorithm^[@CR31]^ to search for change-points in the abundance of key microbiome members. The PELT algorithm is exact (i.e., always finds the optimal solution for the problem) and has a computational cost that is linear to the number of data points. This dynamic programming approach tries to divide data into segments and fit a parametric model to data within each segment, so that one segment does not depend on the parameters in another segment. This will define the number and position of the change-points. To avoid overfitting, the optimal segmentation is found by minimizing the cost of segmentation. PELT adds data points one at a time to calculate the optimal segmentation and involves a pruning step that reduces the computational cost of the method without affecting the exactness of the resulting segmentation. Moreover, it is shown to lead to a substantially more accurate segmentation than other change-point detection algorithms and can be applied to find change-points under a range of statistical criteria such as penalized likelihood, quasi-likelihood and cumulative sum of squares. Here the change-point analysis was performed in R using "PELT" function of "change-point" package with default parameters.^[@CR31]^

Association measures {#Sec13}
--------------------

In order to measure the level of association between microbiome composition and patients' clinical states, we calculated the cross-covariance between the change-points found in the abundance of key microbiome members and the changes in the clinical state of the patient. Given two stochastic processes, the cross-covariance is a function that gives the covariance of one process with the other at pairs of time points. Given the nature of our change-point and clinical states data (i.e., representing changes in abundance of key microbiome members and clinical state of patients, respectively, at various time points), cross-covariance was chosen as the most appropriate statistical metric to measure the association between these two types of data. Here, the cross-covariance measures were calculated in R using "ccf" function of the "stats" package. We also employed the non-parametric Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test to decide whether the distributions of cross-covariance measures obtained by the three strategies were identical (i.e. null hypothesis), without assuming them to follow the normal distribution. To test the hypothesis, we applied the "wilcox.test" function of R's "stats" package to the cross-covariance measures obtained for different strategies. We then rejected the null hypothesis at p-values less than the 0.05 significance level (e.g. asterisks in Fig. [1c, d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Diversity index measurements {#Sec14}
----------------------------

To quantify the amount of variation captured by each key taxa identification approach, we used two widely used diversity indices: Shannon and Inverse Simpson.^[@CR59],[@CR60]^ Shannon\'s diversity index quantifies the entropy, which represents the uncertainty about the identity and grouping of an unknown entity. The Inverse Simpson index measures the degree of concentration when entities are classified into groups by calculating the probability that two entities taken at random from a data set of interest represent the two different groups. We used the "diversity" function in R's "vegan" for the calculations.

Regression analysis {#Sec15}
-------------------

To compare our data sets, we applied a regression analysis to the cross-covariance measures (between changes in relative abundance of key taxa and the changes in the clinical state of patients) obtained for key taxa in the two data sets. For each approach, we constructed a linear regression model and applied it to the cross-covariance measures computed for both discovery and validation data sets. Furthermore, we combined the measurement from all the three strategies and applied a linear regression model to them to see the overall relationship between the two data sets. For each model, R-squared coefficient of determination and root-mean-square error (RMSE) was calculated. RMSE is the square root of the mean of the square of all of the error that measures how spread out the residuals (i.e. prediction errors) are around the line of best fit. It makes an excellent general-purpose error metric for numerical predictions and compared to the similar mean absolute error, RMSE amplifies and severely punishes large errors. Moreover, we used a support vector regression (SVR) model to calculate the minimum RMSE error for each model. SVR is a nonparametric technique that relies on nonlinear kernel functions (i.e. the functions that transform the data into a higher dimensional feature space to make it possible to perform the linear separation). Linear and SVR models were built in R using "lm" function of "stats" package and "svm" function of "e1071" package, respectively.

Principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) {#Sec16}
------------------------------------

Principal Coordinates Analysis (PCoA, = Multidimensional scaling, MDS) was used to explore and visualize dissimilarities or differences between individuals and groups. We used R's "vegan" package to calculate pairwise Bray-Cutis distances within our log-transformed data. Then, "pcoa" function from R's "ape" package was used to obtain eigenvalues and eigenvectors. To correct for negative eigenvalues generated during decomposition (a known by-product of non-Euclidean distance metrics), we used Lingoes procedure. This correction procedure adds a constant value, equal to twice the value of the largest negative value, to any original squared distance that is not diagonal.

Code Availability {#Sec17}
-----------------

We have provided R code and example data files to perform the analysis discussed in this study. Two scripts are provided: netcp.R performs network analysis and change-point detection; utils.R contains accessory functions (see Supplementary Software).
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